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+17168232901 - http://www.redlobster.com/

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Red Lobster from Buffalo. Currently, there are 18 meals
and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also contact

them through their website. What User likes about Red Lobster:
The food is always hot. The servers are nice. Today I stopped and got everything you can eat shrimp. My friend
has the garlic pasta with crab. That was absolutely delicious as always. Your Cheddar Bay cookies are amazing.
read more. The restaurant is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities.

What User doesn't like about Red Lobster:
For unlimited shrimps with the family. It was pretty decent. Owners reached and asked what they could to make
the service better, unfortunately I have no Facebook, but in all I appreciate the mood all the same and raised the
rating of 3 to 5 stars. The food was good, the only constructive criticism I can offer was that the food felt a little
buttery, with a grilled non-fried option would be great for the shrimps. The... read more. In case you're craving
some fiery South American cuisine, you're in the right place: delightful meals, roasted with fish, seafood, and
meat, but also corn, beans, and potatoes are in the menu, At the bar, you can relax with a cool beer or other
alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks. Furthermore, they provide you tasty seafood dishes, and you can indulge in

fine American meals like Burger or Barbecue.
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Appet�er�
FRIED SHRIMP

Past�
PASTA ALFREDO

Soup�
NEW ENGLAND CLAM CHOWDER

Seafoo�
SHRIMP SCAMPI

Sid� dishe�
SCAMPI

Desser�
COOKIES

America� Dishe�
CLAM CHOWDER

Drink�
DRINKS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

NOODLES

PASTA

LOBSTER

Ingredient� Use�
CHEDDAR

SHRIMP

CHEESE

GARLIC

BRUSSEL SPROUTS
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